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GREEN SECTION RECORD

1 C. Richard Skogley Receives USGA Green Section Award for 1992

2 Practical Solutions for Today’s Problems
THE BEST TURF TIPS FROM THE GREEN SECTION STAFF

Guideposts for Good Drivers, by James M. Latham

3 Wheels of Misfortune, by James E. Connolly
4 Ideas You Can Take to the Bunker, by Chuck Gast

6 USGA/GCSAA Research Results You Can Use, by Dr. Michael P. Kenna

TURF TIPS — MORE OF THE BEST

10 “Shake, Rattle, and Roll!” by Larry W. Gilhuly
11 A Tall Tale from the Great White North, by James E. Skorulski
13 Tree Lightning Protection and How It Should Impact Play, by Patrick M. O’Brien

15 Encouraging Wildlife at the Honors Course, by David Stone

TURF TIPS — EVEN MORE OF THE BEST

18 Let Mother Fix It! by David A. Oatis
19 Time-Lapse Photography and Sunlight Penetration, by Robert A. Brame
20 Roundup at the Circle Tree, by George B. Manuel
21 Issues in Golf in the 1990s, by Stuart F. Bloch

TURF TIPS — THE BEST KEEP COMING

24 Tree Snags — A Tree Even an Agronomist Can Love! by Nancy P. Sadlon
25 Fire in the Hole, by James F. Moore
26 Are Your Greens Running a Fever? by Paul H. Vermeulen
28 News and Views on the USGA Specifications, by Dr. Norman H. Hummel, Jr.
30 Golf Course Management Standards and Practices for a Fragile Environment, by Stephen G. Cadenelli

TURF TIPS — LAST, BUT NOT LEAST, OF THE BEST

34 Getting the Seed Down Right, by John H. Foy
36 Ice and Snow, by Tim P. Moraghan
38 Measuring Air Movement for Better Grass, by Stanley J. Zontek
39 Excelsior Green Covers, by Robert C. Vavrek, Jr.

News Notes for Spring

Turf Twisters
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